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IN the design of many buildings and structures the maximum loads 
whioh are likely to be imposed by winds are of considerable importance, 
but up to the present the factors used in this connexion have been based 
on very incomplete data. 

On account of the complicated nature of the conditions met with in 
practice the determination of the actual  force^ in any particular case would 
present a problem of extreme difficulty, and to obtain, from full-scale 
experiments, sufficient data to formulate rules which might be applicable 
to the general case, would he a formidable task. 

The use of models in a wind-tunnel, the technique of which has been 
developed during the past 35 years,. has t,hrown much light on the nature 
of the problem presented, and, by providing control over~the many factors 
involved, enables a more detailed study to  be made of the conditions 
which are likely to prevail. 

A considerable quantify of data has been accumulated by aeveral 
experimenters working on these lines, with model buildings under fully- 
exposed conditionsl, but the results are not always comparable, sincc 
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they may be affected by the relative size of tunnel and model and by the 
position of the model in the tunnel in relation to the wind-gradient ;, no 
systematic investigation appears to have been made into the moditications 
caused in the pressures on a building when other buildings are in close 
proximity, but one such series of experiments has been made in conneion 
with a model of the Empire State Building, New York Cityz. 

In  an endeavour to determine any general relations which may exist 
between wind-speed and the distribution of wind-pressure over buildings 
of various forms, both under fully exposed conditions and when in close 
proximity to other buildings, tests have been carried out on a number 
of model buildings in a wind-tunnel, and a description of these. tesb, 
together with a discussion of the results obtained, is given in this Paper. 

The tests were carried out on seven model buildings, the forms of which 
are shown in Figs. I and 2. For convenience of reference the different 
models are referred to by letters A to G and are briefly described in the 
following table :- 

I I I z'?,",",", : g:$iil Length: Width : ' T~~~ of roof. 
Model. I inrNB, / i,,;lle8j / lnche8. I inches. 1 

Flat 
Stepped 

Models A, B, C, and D are representative of simple form buildiags 
with roofs of different slope, ~ h i l s t ~ t h e  flat and stepped-roofed models 
are more representative of modern designs. 

Pressure-holes, about 0-01 inch diameter, were drilled in the central 
cross section of the surface of the models a t  the points indicated in the 
sketches, and each hole was connected to one limb of a multi-tube mano- 
meter by rubber tubing, attached on the inside of the model. I n  model G, 
holes were also drilled a t  a cross-section 2 inches away from the end of the 
model, which is a t  one-quarter of the length, and measurements were 
also made at  this section under fully exposed conditions. I t  was found 
that the results were approximately the same as at  the mid-section, and i t  
is therefore concluded that  the conditions are practically uniform over 
an appreciable distance on either side of the central section ; other model 
testi have shown that there ia some falling off of pressure near the edges, 

but the assumption of ,uniform conditions would only involve a small 
overestimate of the total load. Only one pressure-point was taken on the 
leeward wall, since previous experiments had shown that the prcssllre 
on this wall is practically uniform. 

-. 
The tests were carried out in a 3-foot square, National Physical Labora- 

t o y  type, wind-tunnel, the model being mounted on,the wall of the tunnel 
so that the tunnel surface formed a ground plane ; i t  will be seen that the 
largest model (model G) has a height of 5.2 inches, which is about 15 per 
cent.,of the width of the tunnel. There appears to be little experimental 
evidence on the effeot of model-tunnel ratio, but  from general experience 
i t  is considered that this is about the maximum ratio which should be used. 

The reason for mounting the model on the wall of the wind-tunnel 
was to'obtain the effect of a wind-gradient. In  the early days of model 
testing the models were usually mounted a t  the centre of the tunnel with 
no ground plane, but more recently it has been appreciated that, in practice, 
the wind-velocity varies with the distance from the ground, and to obtain 
a similar effect in the tests the models have been mounted either on a thin 
flat sheet, parallel with the direction of air-flow, or on the tunnel wall. 
The effeot of this surface. or ground plane, is to pmduce a wind-gndient, 
and the magnitude of this will depend on the length and roughness of the 
surface on the upstream side of the model. In  an interesting Paper 3 by 
Nd&entved attention has been drawn to the effect of wind-gradient 
on model tests, and i t  is ehown that the form of the wind-gradient curvc 
in the tunnel should correspond to the natural wind-gndient to be expeoted, 
on the aame scale as that of the model. 

- 
The natural wind-gradient is, of course, a very variable quantity, 

but from a large nymbep of observations the Meteorol~ical Office have 
adopted an average relationship for the variation of wind-velocity with 
height, near the ground, over open grass land, and this is set out on M.O. 
Form 3093. 

The formula adopted is :- 

~~/Vlo=K{1~OO+2~81log(B+4~75)} ~ 

where H denotes height above ground, in metres, V,  wind-velocity nt 
height H, and Vlo wind-velocity a t  a height of 10 metres. 

A graph of thie function is shown in Pfg. 3, together with a graph 
showing the measured wind-gradient a t  the working section of the wind- 
tunnel used in the present experiments, both curves being plotted to corre- 
sponding scales, assuming the model teats to be on a scale of 11240. I t  
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Figs. 2. . will be seen that the tunnel gradient approximates reasonably to the 
Figs. 1. ! natural gradient. 

MODELS ) AND C. ROOF SLOPE 41 DEGREl 

,,ODEL D LWF SLOPE 10 DEl GLEES 

MODELS E AND I FLAT *TOOF. 

0 8. 

2 - 
MODEL G STEPPED ROOF . 

nODllS ~JSED IN TEST, SHOWING POSITIONS Of,PRESsURE 'OLE'' 

Fig. 1. 
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. ~ h ,  dirrld line 1% obtnned fromw 

,T TO WIND.*.L"C" 0' 

OUNO. 
p.X[(.~t 2,81 log (H t 4,7$1] 

tunnel obssrratlona. , 

In order to establish correspondence of conditions in the various tests 
the results have been referred to the air-velocity a t  a distance of 2 inches 
from the wall in the unobstructed tunnel, which is equivalent to a height 
of 40 feet, assuming a scale ratio of 11240. 

When the model was in position the air-velocity was measured by 
means of a pitot tube, placed at  such a position that the velocity was 
unaffected by the presence of the model, this pitot tube having been 
previously correlated to a similar tube placed a t  the reference point with 
the model removed. 

Tests were made a t  wind speeds of approximately 35 feet and 45 feet, 
per second, .measured a t  the reference point. 

As previously stated, each pressure-hole on the model was connected 
to one limb of a multitube manometer and the opposite limb was connected 
to a static pressure-hole in the wall of the tunnel ; the reading of the , 
manometer, therefore, gave the difference between the pressure a t  the 
particular point on the surface of the model and the static pressure in the 
tunnel. 

The results of the tests are given in the form of graphs showing the 

P u2 coefficient k  in the formula : p - P q = k x  --, where p denotes normal 
20 

pressure a t  the point on the surface of the model; Po denotes static 
pressure in the air-stream ; p,  density of air a t  referbnce point ; v air- 
velocity ; and g the gravitational constant. 

With air a t  a temperature of 15" Centigrade, a barometric pressure of 

760 millimetres, and an air-speed of 80 miles per hour, the value of is 
'Y 

16.4 Ib. per square foot; multiplying this by the observed coefficient 
gives the pressure-difference at  the point, in pounds per square foot. 

Fully Exposed Conditions.-Tests were first carried out with each of 
the models fully exposed to the wind, and the results of these tests are 
shown in Figs. 4 to 6 in the form of graphs, the value of the coefficient k  
being plotted opposite to the point to which i t  refers on the cross-section 
of the model. The ooefficient has been taken as positive when the corre- 
sponding pressure-difference acts towards the inside of the building, and 
vice versa. The general features to be noted are that k  has a positive value 
on nll windward walls and a negative value on all leeward wails and 
leeward roofs ; the values of on the windward side of the roof are very 
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derndent on the slope of the roof and the height of the buildings and 
. 

may be efiher positive or negative. In  the case of the 8teppehrvQifed 
model .here is a posifiue pressure on the vertical portiom of the wlndwar* 

Figs. 4. 

wind dlrcrrion in a l l  c3Se( 

Fig. 5 .  
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roof, and this is slightly reduced at. each rise, no doubt due to the eddy 
set up a t  each set-back ; the pressure on the horizontal portion of each 
set-back is practically the same as that a t  the lower point on the vertical 
portion. 

The effect of height on the coefficient ie clearly seen by comparing the 
tests on models B and C ; with ths higher building the average value of 
the coefficient for the windward wall is about $0.8, whilst with the lower 
building it is about i 0 . 5 ,  and on the leeward wall the values are of about . 
the same magnitude, but negative. On the leeward roof the average 
values are about -0.7 and -0.6 respectively, but on the windward roof 
the pressures are rather less on the higher building than on the lower, 
especially at  the point immediately above the eaves. 

A similar comparison can be made in the case of the two flat-roofed 
models, E and F. In this case the pressures on the windward wall are 
about the same as in the other pair, and on the leeward walls the coefficients '' 

arq respectively -0.5 for the high building and -0.3 for the low building. 
On the roof there is a larger negative pressure on the low building as 
compared with the sloping roof. 

Shielded Conditions.-To 'determine the effects of adjacent buildings the 
measurements made on the fully exposed buildings were repeated with 
other similar models placed in various relatiye positions. The results of . 
these tests are shown in Pigs. 7 to 44, where the graphs represent the 
variation in the value of k for any one point as the shielding model is 
moved into different positions, the width, B, of the shielding model being 
taken as the unit of distance. When the shielding model is moved to an 
inb i te  distance away, the conditions are, of course, those of the fully 
exposed building, and this value has been indicated id the graphs by an 
arrow at  the extreme right, the curves being shown by a broken line over 
the range in which observations were not made. 

The arrangements tested, with a brief description of the general effects, 
were as follows :- 

1. Model A, roof slope 231 degrees, height to eaves 1.2 inch, with mdel 
of same form and size on windward side (Pigs. 7 and 8). 

The effects on the windward wall and leeward slope are shown in 
Fig. 8, and i t  will be seen that, as the shieldihg building approaches from 
infinity, the pressure on the windward wall is 'gradually reduced and 
becomes zero when the distance between them is a little leas than twice 
the width of the building; as the distance apart is further reduced this 
pressure becomes negative. On the leeward slope the negative pressures 
are generally reduced a little until the buildings get 'nearly into contact, 
and they ultimately revert to approximately the fully exposed values ; 
thus it appears that the negative pressures on the second leeward slope 
of a two-bay building of this,type differ little from those on a single-bay 
building. 

The effects on the leeward wall and the windward slope are shown in 
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1 Fig. 7 ; the greatest effect is a t  point No. 2, where the negative coefficient 
Figs. 6 .  i 

is changed from -0.2 to -0.5, and a somewhat similar change takes place 
wind direction In 111 c ~ e r  - 1 at  point No. 3. At point No. 1, immediately over the eaves, and on the 

i leeward wall, the negative pressures are reduced numerically as the 
buildings come nearer together, until the distance between them is one 

o A width, and they then increase as the buildings come into contact, finishing 
0 2 '* with rather lower numerical values than for the single bay. * -0"l 

- 0 4  - 0.4 - 0 6  
-0 .6  - 0.8 2. Model A, with two-bay model, each bay having the same form. and 
- 0 8  - 1.0 
-1.0 dimensions as ~r~odel A on the windward side (Figs. 9 and 10). 

As before, the positive pressure on the windward wall is reduced and 
becomes negative at  about the same point as with a single shielding 
building, but the maximum negative pressure attained on contact (that 

F L U  ROW. 
is, in the second valley of a three-bay building) is smaller in magnitude. 
The suctions on the windward slope are reduced and become practically 

, L~~~~~~~~ D I s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T I O N  ON * zero when the distance between the buildings is one width. When the 
Fig, 7. buildings are in contact, that is, corresponding to the last section of a 

three-span roof, the suction on the windward slope is approximately uni- 
form and equal to about half that on the corresponding two-span roof. 
The variations on the leeward slope were similar to those with the single 

+K. shielding model, except that there was an increase in suction at  point 

:I3 O0= 

6 0 -  
9 

D,llrnce 
bu8ldlngr In l e r m s o ( * ~ d t h  of ' 

TO - - . ' 
! I 3  

=====I=-- -,,--_---=, No. 5 in the present case, and the suction is not uniform when the buildings 
- - - - - - ---------- - - - - 
-------------- 

------______ ------_____ 
o Point No.( 

Dlrc<rion . . NO.Z 

d , : n ;::: 

are in contact. 
3. Model A, with two single buildings on the windward side, each having 

the same fwm and size as model A (Figs. 11 and 12). 
The variations in the pressures and auctions are somewhat similar to 

those obtained with the double-roofed buildingri, the change over from . . E  positive to negative pressure on the windward wall taking place when the 
-1.0 

Or p ~ ~ s ~ u ~ ~  WITH DlnENslON 
ON 'ODEL tu i ld i~~gs  are one width apart instead of nearly two as previously. 

sLopf DEGREES, f*VEs 
"OUND 111 this series of tests measurements were also made on the central 

building, but the results were found to be almost,identical with those 
given ou Figs. 7 and 8, indicating that the presence of a building of equal 
dimensions on the leeward side has little effect. 

4. Model A, with two similar models placed on the windward side, in 
contact with Model A and having a gap, which was aujustpbk, between 
their adjacent ends (Figs. 13 and 14). 

The pressure on the central section of the windward wall is main- 
tained nearly constant until the gap is about three times the width of the 
building, after which it begins to fall and would presumably be zero 
when the shielding buildings are in contact. The effect of this arrangement 
on the leeward slope is negligible, but on the windward slope there is a 
substantial increase in, the suction a t  points just over the eaves, the 
coefficient at  point No. 1 increasing from -0.66 to 1.04. I t  is worthy of 
note that the maximum value of the suction a t  this point was attained 
when the distance apart of the shielding buildings was approximately 
equal to the length of the test-model ; it  is possible, therefore, that the 



length of the test-model affected the results, probably by allowing leakage 
though the gaps when the distance D was greater than the length, but  
the give a general indication of what would be the result of such 
an arrangement. Fig. 9. 

Fig.  11. 
" ' 

I 

.o 8 
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LOOF >LOPE 11) DECREES. EAVtS I UT ABOVE GROUhD 
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I 5. Model B, roof slope 45 degrees, height to eaves 1.2 inch, with model A 

on the wsndward side (Fzgs. 15 and 16). 
8 

. VARIATION OF PAESSURE WITH DIMENSION d ON MOOEL WITH 
ROOF SLOPS 134 DEGREES, EAVES 110. ABOVE GROUND 

0.2 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 
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VARIATION Of PRESSURE WiTIi DIMENSION D ON MODEL WITH 
ROOF SLOPE Ui DEGREES, EAVES 1?OR ABOVE GROUND. 
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The pressure on the windward wall varies in much the same way as in 
case 1, and the maximum negative pressure is reached with about the 
same relative positions, but the magnitude is less. 

In this case all but the highest point on the windward slope show 
positive pressures when fully exposed, and these pressures are reduced 
to zero when the shielding model is at  a distance of about three widths. 
This position is evidently critical, as further movement towards the build- 
ing causes the pressure to rise a t  h s t  and then to fall again. 

On the leeward slope and wall pressures are all negative and approxi- 
mately of uniform value and the shielding model has the effect of slightly 
reducing these values. 

6. Model C, roof slope 45 degrees, height to eaves 2.5 inches, with 
wwdel A on the windward side (Figs. 17 to 20). 

The effect of the shielding model is much more pronounced in this . 
case than in those previously tested, and is noticeable a t  a greater dis- 
tanoe ; the positive pressures on the windward wall do not become nega- 
tive, but there is a critical point when the distancc apart is about three 
widths. The most important point with this arrangement is the increase 
in the positive prcssure on the windward slope when the buildings are 
about two widths apart. The negative pressures on the leaward side are 
not much affected. 

7. Model D, roof slope 30 degrees, height to eaves 1.2 inch, with Model A 
on windward side (Pigs. 21, 22, and 23).  

The effects of shielding on the 30-degree roof model are similar to those 
on the 23i-degree roof model under the same conditions. 

8. Model E, flat roof, height to eaves 1.2 inch, with lModel A on wind- 
wurrl side (Figs.  24, 25, and 26j. 

Tho pressures on the windward wall in this case vary much the samc, 
as in case 7. The effect of shelding on the flat roof is to cause substantial 
reduction in the negative pressure as the buildings are brought nearer 
together. The effects on the leeward wall are negligible. 

9. Model F, flat roof, height to eaves 2.5 inchee, with Model A on 
windward side (Pigs. 27 to 30). 

The effects on the windward wall are very similar to those described 
in case 6. The variations of pressure on the roof are somewhat similar 
to those on the lower flat-roofed building until the distance apart becomes 
small ; when the distance apart is about one width the negative pressures 
on the windward side of the roof are substantially greater than in the 
fully exposed condition. 

10. Model G, stepped-roof model, with a model of the same form and 
dimensions on the wind,aa.ard side (Pigs. 31 to 36). 

AS tho shielding model is moved towarh the model under test both 
poeitive and negative pressures are gradually reduced in numerical value 
until the distance bctween the models is from six to eight times the width 
of the building. Beyond this position a negative pressure exists over the 

19 
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of the building and this negative pressure gradualb increases and 
)pconles apprc&nateh uniform as the buildings come nearer together. 

11, l~fo&l G, wit) AModel A on the uitdward .side (Figs. 37 to 41).  
A, the tests described under case 6, the shielding model becomes 

at  a considerable distance ; all the pressures on the wifldward 
aide of the mof are gradually reduced until the distance apart is about 
,leven .idthe, when they begin to increase again and reach a maximum, 
.kc, is gene,g greater than that of the fully exposed model, when the 
distance apart is three widths. On the top of the-loof and on the leeward 
side, the effect of the shielding model is negligible. 

12. E, with LV1odel G on leewa~d dde (Figs. 42 $0 44).  

T,, tests the effect of a tall building on the leeward "de of 
low one, and it willbe seen that the effect is to cause a porltlve presmre 
over the whole surface of the low building when it is fgirly close to the 
1 , This bvould probably hhne the effect of relieving the structure 
of load as compared with the fully exposed conditions. 

The object of investigating wind pressures is to determine ~oefficients 
which can be used to estimate the wind loading on actual structures. 
The use of models as described above has provided a convenient method 
of determining these coefficienfa, since experiments on fdl-scale buildings 
under natural conditiom involve extreme di5culties. On account of the 
irregubrities of the natural wind con&t~ons, even over short periods, and 
also the fact that winds of suitable intensity are infrequent. 

The pmblem arises, however, as to whether the results of model tests 
canied out in a wind-tunnel can be directly applied to the full-soale 
building in a natural wind. It ia well known, from aerodynamical W e n -  
mcnt8, that the preasure-distribution on fo rm such as cylinders and 
aemfoil. depends to a large extent on the value of the Reynolds number 
and the roughnea8 of the surface. This is ascribed to the change in the 
positions a t  which the stream breah away from the surface ; and ahce, , eha~-edged  obstacles, this 

is generally bed, i t  has been con-. 

sidered that there would be no scale effect in, such Casks, but there aPPeam 
to be little experimental evidence on this porn$. 

Experimenb on wind-p~ssures on a full-scale bwldrog under natural 
con&tiona and on its counterpart in a wind-tunnel, carried out by one, of 
the Authors4, indicate that, whilst the general f o m  of preSSure-~~strib~tlon 
ia there is a greater reduction of pressure on the leeward 

of 

the full-Bcale building than would be estimated from the model teats i 
evidence on this point was obtained by Stantons. These appear 

to be the experiments in which such comparisons have been m d e ,  
and before any general relatiomhip could be deduced it would be necmsarY 
to make comparisons of other types and sizes of buldlngs. 

until the relation.&~ ha. been more definiteb establiAed, the model 
tests give an approximate bask for preliminary calcdationa, 

the case of buildings of light construction, in w&ch the preaavn 
factor is of first importance (such as hangam, large indust~al  buildings, 
etc.), a test of a model of the actual bddmg, and $ nece8sav with 
adjacent b~ldings,  is an economical method of deter&g 
wind coefficients. 

the general case the wind factor is of lem i m p ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~  and it, 
P T O ~ ~ ~ I Y  sufficient to take the average coefficients b b ~ i n e d  from model 
experiments on typical buildings such ES are described above. 

Two aspects of wind-pressure effects have to be considered in the 
design of the buildine :- 

u 

1. Its effect on the strength of the structure as a whole, 
2. The local effects on roof coverings, windows, panela, etc. 
For the dmign of the main structure the requirement is to know the 

totafi0""nta1 force a t  any Mtion above tho ground, and, bekg gdindb 

pendent of the internal pressure, this can be obtained from the 
of the experiment8 by summing the horirontai components of the 

measured forces. This summation has been ca&d out, aau-g a sca~e 
1/240 and a wind-velocity of 80 miles per hour a t  a height of 4 feet from 

the ground ; the results for models C and G are ahown in Fig#. 46 46, pig- 4~5 refera $0 model C, and i t  will be Been that the r d t a  of the 
ex~eriments under the assumed conditions give a shear diagram w&ch 
approximates closely to a straight line ; the urme result would be obtained 

assuming a uniform horhontd pressure of 23 lb. p w  aquare foot acting 
over the whole projected area. 

45 refers to model G, and in this case a similar result is obt.ined, 
~orrcs~onding to a unzorm pressure of 271 lb, pel square foot. 

The results are deduced from measurements at  th e central section of 
the model, but the amumption that these conditions prevail over the 
len6tll of the building would only n m l t  in a amall overestims& of the 

wind load, a8 exl~luincd on pl~ge 246, ant?. 
The anslyus of the results on the remainder of the models showed that ' 

in all cases the effect is practicaIIy equivalent to a uniform pres8We over 
the whole projected height, and the corresponding values are as foliowa :- 

Hodel. . Ib. per sq, foot. 
A .  10 . 
B . . . 151 . 14 
E . . . *  12 
F .  . 2 0  

The different values obtained in the experiments have been plotted 
, %ain't the corresponding overall height of the budding, and the result 

is down pig. 47: from this, itappears that the "nd loading to be 
hken foorthe design of the main structole is not very dependent on the 
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shape of the roof and that a uniform horizontal pressure can be assumed, 
the intensity of the presmure to be taken dependiq on the onrail height 
of the building. 

If this resat is genera1, the wind-pressure to be used in the wse of a 
~ fd ly  exposed building can be determined from the mean curve through 

these plotted pointm, necessary corrections being made for the masimum 
velocity to be anticipated at  the site and also for any " scale " effect. 

From this curve the following would appear to be reasonabIe values 
to be taken for the defiign of thepmain structure of a building which is 
fully exposed. 

* Point No 5 
I . NO. 6 
P . ' N o . 7  

3, 
P 0 .. . 1- DistanceD between build~ngr in terms o f w ~ c j r h  o i m ~ d e ~  B .  T~ , _ 

1 1  

W~nd direction 

0.6- 

Wl  ro W4 

0 8 

VARIATION OF PRESSURE WITH OlMfNslo~ I, ON MODEL WITH 
FLAT ROOF, EAVES 1 l R " ~ 0 0 v E  CROUNO: 

so / N.1 horIzont.1 P ~ U ~ C  difference ib .per  q u a r e  fom'21 wind 
O f B ~  ml~L, PC, hour I 0 i * lob0 iabo 

Shear load per foot length of buddlnp: [b. 2d00 lSW 

SHEAR DIAGRAM. 45 DEGREES LOOP. HEIGHT TO EAVES 2.1'. FULLY ~ X P Q S E D ,  
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Probabk wind-velocities at diferent sites.-The values of wind loading 
quoted above have been worked out for an assumed maximum wind- 
velocity of 80 miles per hour, and as is well known, the actual intensity 
of pressure will vary in proportion to the square of the wind-velocity; 

.thus before the probable maximum wind loading can be determined the 
value of the probable maximum velocity must be obtained. 

Information on the measurement of wind-velocities, covering a con- 
siderable period a t  a large number of stations in the British Isles, was 
given by Lieut.-Col. E. Gold, D.S.O., M.A., F.R.S., in his Presidential 
Address to the Royal Meteorological Society in 1936. A table is given 
showing the highest gust-velocity recorded by a Dines anemograph, 
at each of the places, since the installation of the instrument, which in 
some cases covers about 30 years. 

The velocity recorded depends on the height of the anemometer head 
' 

above the ground, on account of wind gradient, and also on the nature of , 
the surroundings ; values are given in the table for the " effective " height 
of the head, an allowance having been made for the. exposure. Thus 
the effective height of the instrument at  South Kensington, London, is 
given as 30 feet, although the head is 110 feet from the ground and 
35 feet above the roof-level. The maximum gust-velocity 
recorded at  each station and the effective height have been abstracted 
and are given in Table I, together'with the corresponding velocity reduced 
to a standard effective height of 40 feet by means of the formula for 
mind gradient given on p. 245, ante. 

Such a Table extended over a sufficiently long period would enable a 
reasonable estimate to be made of the maximum velocity to be expected 
at  each station. Some of the records cover only 1 or 2 years, and the 
maximum period is 30 years ; this fact must be taken into account in 
considering the values given. Over a considerable area of Southern 
England it would appear reasonable to assume a maximum gust-velocity 
of 80 miles per hour a t  an effective height of 40 feet, but near the coast 
and in the north and west much higher velocities are to be expected. 

Scale Effect.-As regards the scale effect, the full-scale experiments, to 
which reference has already been made, indicated that the reduction of 
pressure on the leeward side of the building was of the order of 50 per cent. 
greater than,would be estimated from the model tests. In general the 
model tests show that the reduction of pressure on the leeward side has a 
numerical value of from 50 to 100 per cent, of the increase of pressure on 
the windward side, so that the correction of the total shearing force would 
on this account require an increase of about 15 to 25 per cent. I t  is con- 
sidered, however, that there is not sufficient knowledge to warrant this . 
correction being accepted, and that in any case the difference is probably 
within the limits of accuracy with which all the conditions are known. 

Effects of Adjacent Buildings.-To determine t,he effects qf an adjacent 
building on the windward side a similar aqalysis has been made of the 
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TABLE I. 

C o r k .  . . . . . . - 
I 

E,fslaruu GUST-VELOCITIES. 

,ries of tests NOS. 10 a d  11 ; a shear force diagram has.been drawn 
for the conditions at  daerent positions of the shielding model, and 
it is found that, 15 before, a uniform intensity of pressure taken over the 
,+.hole height of the building aufficientiy represents the results a t  each 
position. The variation of bhe valuc of the equivalent uniform pressure, 
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Velqolt a t  
effect1vetelsht 
Or 40 feet: 

ro.p.11, 

with distance apart of the two high buildings, is shown by the graph in 
Pig. 48; it was found that a low building on the windward side of a 
high building (series 11) has little effect on the wind loading of the latter, 
the maximum reduction, as compared with the fully exposed conditions, 
being 20 per cent. when the distance apart is about eleven times the 
width of the building. When the #hielding building also is high (series 10) 
there is a considerable effect, the wind loading falling steadily to zero 
when the distance apart is six times the width, and becoming negative at  
less distances. The negative shearing forces are not large compared with 
those to be considered in the fully exposed condition, the maximum 
reached being about 30 per cent., and slnce a building mwt  be designed 
to resist the wind from any direction, the determination of these negative 
loads has no practical value. 

feet, S t u L i 0 ~ .  

The general conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that when a 
building is shielded by another of the same order of height on the mind- 
ward side, a reduction in the wind-pressure factor is permissible, the 
amount depending on the distance apart; if the shielding building is 
relatively low only a small reduction, if any, is permissible. 

These tests have been carried out with,only one or two models to the 
windward of the test-model, but the shielding effects do not appear to be 
much affected by the number of modela (see series 3 and 4), and it appears 
reasonable to suppose that the results would be applicable to a normal 
built-up area. 

It clear that for general design purposes it would not be practicable 
to treat each case separately and allow for the shielding effects of existing 
surrounding buildings, partly because this would be an unnecessarily 
complicated procedure but mainIy because the conditions might be varied 
after the building was erected. On the other hand, the results of the 
tests show that in a built-up area, even with buildings quite large distances 
apart, there is a substantial shielding effect and it is unnecessary therefore 
to allow for the fully exposed loading. For instance, from Fig. 48 it w11l 
be seen that the equivalent wind-pressure is reduced to one-half of the 
fully-exposed value when two buildings of the kind tested are as far apart 
as eleven times the width of the building, which corresponds to more than 
400 feet in the full scale. 

hrwick (Shetlanb) . ; 
ICirknaU (Orkneys) . . . 
Butt of Lowis (Lewis) . . 
Aberdeen. . , . . 
Balmakewan (~berdcen) . 
Bell Rock (Forfar) . . . 
Edinburgh . . . . . 
Tirca(ArgyU) . . . 
Painley (Renfrew) , r . .  
Abbotsinoh (Ronfre\v) . . 
pakdalemuir (Dumfrioa) . ' 
south Shields (Durham) . 
Cattorick (Yorks) . . . 
Spurn Head (Parks) . 
Cranwell (Liuos) . . . 
Gorleston (Sorfok) . . , 
Felinstowo (Suffolk) . . 
Cardington (near Bedford) . 
Shoeburyness (Ess~x)  . . 
Birmingham . . . 
south Xsnsrngton (London) 
Kow (London) . . . . 
Boydon . . . . . 
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Boscomba Down (Wilte) . 
Larkhill (Sahbury Plain) . 
l.'leotwood (Lanos) . . . 
Manchester . . . . . 
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Holyhead . . . . 
Sealand s hes shire) . . . 
Plymouth . . . . . 
pendeanis Castle (Cornwall) 
Lizard (Cornwall) . . . . 
S t .  Ann's Head (Pabroke) 
Soilly Idea . . . . 
Dunfanaghy i~onegal )  . . 
Aldergrove (near Belfast) . 

Number of 
years over 

wldch nraasure- 
ments made, 
L__ 

A practical method of making this allowancb would be to take reduced 
values for the lower portions of a building up to mme speci6ed height, 

1 say 100 feet, above which the fully-exposed value8 would be taken. On . 
this basis reasonable values would be, say, 10 Ib. per square foot for the I first 30 feet above ground-level, 16 ib. per square foot between 30 feet 

I and 60 feet, 20 Ib. per square foot between 60 and 100 feet, and 30 lb. per 
square foot on everything above 100 feet ; 30 Ib. per square foot should 
also be taken for a11 roof erections such as tanka, skysigna, etc., above the / general level of adjacent roofs. 

Local E&cls.-So far it has not been necewary to conaidor the pressure 
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inside the building, since this has no effect on the loading of the structure - 
as a whole. 

The local effects, however, such as the loading of a roof truss and wall 
panels, are caused by the difference between the external pressure a t  any 
point and the internal pressure. 

Incidentally, it follows that the internal ~artitiong must be capable 
of resisting a certain amount of this wind load. 

In a steady wind the internal pressure is governed by the position of 

Pig. 48. 

VARIATION QP MEAN EQUIVALENT HORIZONTAL P8ESSURE 
ON STEPP6D.kOOF MODEL WHEN SHIELDED BY A SIPIILAR MODEL. 

the openings relative to the form of the building &nd the direction of the 
wind ; thus, if the"windward side of the building his a small opening, 
aay a door or window, and the leeward side is completely closed, the internal 
pressure will rise to the value of the pressure on the outside at  the opening ; 
similarly, if the windward side is completely closed and the leeward side 
has a small opening the internal pressure will fall to that a t  the opening. 
In practice neither of these conditions is likely to be met completely ; 
both windward and leeward faces of the building will have some means 
of leakage under a prmure-difference and the actual loading on a particular 
wall or panel will be, to some extent, dependent on the degree of freedom 
with whlch the air can flow through the building ; on the other hand, in 
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the case of a wind-gust, the rise of pressure is very rapid and, since i t  only 
requires an increase of about 1 per cent. in the air-content of a given space 
to increase the pressure by about 22 Ib. per square foot, an opening which 
is small relative to the volume of the space is suilicient to admit such a 
quantity of additional air in the short period ih which the gust persists. 

It ie considered, therefore, that the maximum conditions should be 
assumed to  apply in all buildings when the internal pressure-variation is 
likely to follow the wind-gust closely. 

In the normal large office block, which is cellular in construction, the 
internal partitions will resist the flow of air so that, during the short period 
in,which a high-speed gust persists, the outer walls are not likely to receive 
the full effects on the inner surface and some reduction in the internal 
loading would be warranted. 

Roof Truss.-In the simplest case of the design of a roof truss, in which 
the loading can be taken as the average pressure on each slope of the roof, " 
the extreme values of wind-pressure coefficient'to be used have been deter- 
mined from the present experiments on the low buildings, and the results 
have been plotted against the inclination of the roof in Rigs..49 (the points 
f ~ r  a " 90-degree roof slope " have been obtained from the upper points 
of the windward and leeward faces of model F) ; from the fact that a 
smooth curve can be drawn through the plotted points, i t  is probable 
that the values for other slopes, a t  the same height, can be taken from this 
curve. The coefficient gives the equivalent loading normal to the roof- 
slope. 

The following values have been taken from the graph :- 
. Height to Eavee-24 feet. 

Note :-A positive pressure-difference aots in an inward direotion, and vice versa. 

Angle of slope 
of roof to 

horleontal. 

Degrees 
0 
20 
40 
60 

The 'corresponding values for the higher buildings tested have been 
calculated and although there are not sufficient data to obtain a similar 
aeries of curves, the results have been plotted in Fqs. 49, and show that 
the vnlue of k is numerically higher for the higher building. 

For a more complicated case, where the span is large and the loads 
are taken at  several points along the slope, it would be necessary to treat 

Average intensity of pressure-dlfference normal to slope (Ib. per aquare 
foot), wind-velocity 80 m.p.h. 

With maxlmum negatlve Internal 
pren~ure. 

Windward slope. 

+ 1 + 5 + 10 
+I7 

Wlth maximum positlve Internal. 
pressure. 

Leeward slope. 

+ 7 + 3 
+2 
$ 3 

Wlndward slope. 

-24 
-16 
-10 

8 , -6 

Leeward elope. 

-18 
-18 
-18 
- 19 



each cam separately and determine from the experiments the approximate 
load-distribution, making the necessary allowance for internal pressure. 

RmY C o v e n ' q ~ ,  ctc.-The damage caused by gales is most frequently 
of a local nature, such as the stripping of roof coverings and the collapse 
of walls, windows, etc, The conditions which apply to roof trueses are 
also applicable here, the loading being the difference in pressure on the 
two sides of the surface under consideration. 

Exl~rience shows that such damage is usually due to the negative, or 
outwardly acting, forces, especially in the case of light roof coverings, and 

w~ndward slope 
of model, height 
Of'care~ 1 SO: 

0 
of model, herght 
o lear t r  2 SO: 

. * X 

VAIIUTION Of HEAN NOIIML COIFFICIENT ON ROOF SLqPE WITH C H A N G E  OF ANGLE 

therefore, when possible, these ahould be securely b e d  and not depend 
only on their weight. In  the case of tiles, where fastening is difficult, 
boarding the roof immediately beneath the tiles is an effective method of 
relieving them of wind loah,  particularly if they are not close-fitting. 

# 1 

This work, which forms part of the programme of the Building Re- 
search Board of the Department of Scientific and Induetrial Research, 
was carried out in the Engineering Department of the National Physical 
Laboratory, and this Paper is published by permission of the Director of 
Building Rweamh and the Director of the Laboratory. 

The Paper ia accolnpanied by forty-nine sheets of drawings, from which 
the Figures have been prepared. 
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